
SkyPoint 3.5 EV
Version 3.5 of the SkyPoint Platform introduces a range of features focused 
on simplified system administration, in addition to many enhancements to day-
to-day operation. This includes automated camera licensing, a revamped user-
privileges scheme, and new recorder components for all SkyPoint feature sets.

Centralized Recording System Management
SkyPoint EV provides centralized system management that dramatically 
reduces the complexity of managing edge devices, hardware, networking and 
user rights. All recording servers, redundant recording servers, cameras and 
connected devices, are managed from a single administration application, 
including configuration of entire device groups connected to multiple recorders, 
without the need to access each recording server individually.

Flexible rule-based management
Camera definitions, output actions and storage locations can dynamically adjust 
based on schedule (multiple time profiles) or on-event via an MS Outlook-
style administration interface. Also enabled is simultaneous Rule Validation for 
detecting faulty or contradicting rules.

Multi-stage archiving
SkyPoint EV allows for multiple archiving stages to optimize storage utilization. 
Each stage can be assigned a different retention time, grooming (reduction of 
framerate to reduce volume) and location.

Full automatic failover capability
Single or multiple failover servers can be configured to automatically activate in 
the event of a recording server failure, with no gap or data loss.

Support for Multicasting
SkyPoint EV multicasting enables sending a single video stream to multiple 
users, while optimizing server load and bandwidth.

Support for edge (on-camera) storage
Cameras with on-board storage capabilities can function as failover devices to 
ensure uninterrupted video recording in the event of network or server failure.

Flexible storage allocation
Unlimited storage can be assigned to any connected device, at any storage 
location.

3.5 EV

Instant investigation during live monitoring  
Full interaction with camera, including playback controls, 
optical, and digital PTZ

Auto-generated time interval thumbnails for instant 
access to events

Time slicer and kinetic motion timeline  
Access, investigate and export video of any incident 
within seconds
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SkyPoint™ 3.5 EV

New features in SkyPoint 3.5:
Improved Privacy Mask Support 

New User Permission Scheme 

Batch camera configuration

Better support for multistream cameras

HTTPS stream support

New to SkyPoint CS
More flexible VMS configuration

Event triggered & scheduled archiving

New to SkyPoint EV
A 64-bit installation option 

A new system monitor utility

Improved edge device management 

Both versions of SkyPoint 3.5 allow for multi-server, multi-site operation, employing multiple tools for video intelligence and automation:

Live monitoring – virtual 
joystick within interactive 
camera carousel

Easy access to recorded 
video of incidents by time/
date

Optical PTZ during live 
monitoring, with instant 
access to PTZ presets

Full interaction with camera 
including playback controls, 
optical and digital PTZ

PTZ-enabled handheld IP 
video clients/controllers


